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Suindá is a Dorado angler’s dream, strategically located near the town of Itatí, in the province of Corrientes.



SUINDÁ LODGE
Chase freshwater’s grandest slam

Perfectly placed in the heart of Argentina’s best dorado fishing, Suindá Lodge sits high on the riverbank of the 
clear upper part of the Paraná River. The region houses one of the most productive sections on the Upper Paraná 

River, a clear-water fishery that consistently kicks out good numbers of large Dorado. Its secret lies in its structure: 
generally fast-flowing runs, coursing over beautiful rock gardens. 

Our beautiful jungle lodge serves as a central hub and resting place for anglers on the prowl for the giant Golden 
Dorado that live in these waters. Whether crashing Sabalo on sand flats or cruising the jungle lined banks, these 
fish are smart, tricky, moody and sensitive, making for some of the most technical, yet rewarding fishing out 
there.



 § Located on the upper Paraná system, where clear waters offer exceptional sight-fishing opportunities for 
Dorado, as well as Pira Pítá and Pacú on dry flies. 

 § Comfortable, the well-appointed, beautiful constructed and intimate wooden jungle lodge houses up to 10 
anglers.

 § Professional guides specialize in fly fishing techniques, as well as gear fishing on the upper Paraná.

 § A multispecies program designed for anglers in search of thrilling fishing.

 § Situated on the most pristine section of the legendary Paraná River—the main artery in the basin.

 § Double-digit Dorado are a possibility all season long.

 § The most productive section for exotic Pacú and hard-charging Pira Pítá on the Paraná, two superstar species 
that make up our freshwater grand slam program when combined with Dorado.

 § Featuring custom, comfort-enhanced skiffs specifically designed for fishing the Paraná.

 § High-quality loaner equipment.

 § Nature in abundance: The Paraná ranks as one of the nation’s top bird-watching destinations.

 § À la carte menu, with delicious local and international cuisine.

WHY CHOOSE SUINDÁ LODGE?
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The region houses one of the most productive sections on the Upper Paraná River, a clear-water 
fishery that consistently kicks out good numbers of large Dorado.



FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Our newly built lodge and stilted living quarters are perched on a high bluff and set an additional nine feet above 
ground, offering soaring views of the sprawling river and its natural surroundings. The eco-property includes 
two spacious, two-bedroom “cabañas”, with en-suite bathrooms, and can host up to 10 guests at a time. Based on 
availability, single rooms can be easily accommodated. 

Adjacent to your sleeping accommodations you’ll find the main lodge. Designed to emulate local building traditions, 
the lodge is built from local hardwood with soaring cathedral ceilings. Inside you will find our fully stocked bar, 
dining area, living/fly tying area, and fly shop. Our fly shop is fully stocked with any piece of tackle you may need 
while fishing with us and is home to our fleet of loaner fly fishing equipment that is available free of charge.



All rooms feature two double beds and en-suite bathrooms. Game Room & Wine Cellar.

 § Capacity: 10 people

 § All rooms are set up for shared occupancy; single 
rooms available based on demand

 § Dining room, Bar, Fly-Tying Table and Living Area

 § Fly Shop fully equipped with flies, rods, reels, lines, 
and apparel

 § Telephone and WIFI

 § Gourmet Dining with Argentina’s famed beef and fine 
wines, traditional Asados, and delicious desserts

 § Housekeeping and Laundry Service

 § Loaner Fishing Equipment (Rods, reels and lines)

 § Plunge Pool
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The dining area is where the culinary magic Nervous Waters is known for comes to life. During your stay, you 
will enjoy Argentina’s famed beef and fine wines, traditional Asados (BBQs), and delicious desserts prepared by 
our unrivaled culinary team. Each meal is served around our extra-large dining table, where you’ll share fishing 
stories and the day’s adventures with your fellow anglers. WiFi is available in all the lodge buildings ensuring you 
can stay as connected to the outside world and share your fishing adventures with friends and family back home.



Suindá is located on the southern bank (Argentina side) of the Paraná River, which is the borderline between 
Argentina and Paraguay. The Lodge is closest to the river town of Itatí found in the Corrientes Region. This section 
of the Paraná flows clear along beautiful fishy banks, sandbars, rocks and islands that create deltas and smaller 
“riachos” (streams). 

Stilted living quarters are perched on a high bluff and sit nine feet above the ground, offering soaring views of the 
sprawling river and its natural surroundings. Wooden footbridges conveniently connect each room to the main 
dining hall. From there, it’s a short walk to the water, where you’ll spend your days exploring the Paraná’s most 
productive, structure rich sections for monster Dorado. 

LOCATION
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GETTING THERE
Daily flights are available from Buenos Aires Aeroparque Domestic Airport (AEP) to Corrientes (CNQ) or Resistencia 
(RES). Either flight you choose is a non-stop one hour flight. From (CNQ) Corrientes. From (RES) Resistencia, the 
drive is 1hr and 45min.

FROM CORRIENTES (CNQ): 45min drive to the water’s edge where a boat will take you the short hop to the lodge.

FROM RESISTENCIA (RES): 2 hours’ drive.



The sandbars are where the true excitement lies. When the conditions are right, colossal dorado hunt sabalo baitfish 
that seasonally congregate in big schools, resulting in massive boiling feeding frenzies in knee-deep water.



THE FISHING
Fishing at Suindá takes place on the upper Paraná River. The “Río Paraná” is the second longest river in South 
America, next to the sprawling Amazon. We fish a clear-flowing stretch of water where the river borders Paraguay, 
flanked by jungle expanses on both its edges. You’ll explore this dynamic fishery on 21-foot boats which have been 
specifically designed for two anglers to fish simultaneously. After the engines are cut, you’ll drift the structure-
rich shorelines of the Río Paraná, casting to sunken logs, in and around boulders, and across clear sandbars. We 
mostly fish streamers on floating lines, which makes for explosive visual takes. 
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Paraná River Dorado average 5 to 20 pounds, but there are also fish pushing 30+ pounds. When the conditions align, 
you’ll wade clear sandbars where sabalo baitfish school up in shallow waters. This is the ultimate sight-fishing 
experience, where landing monsters is a real possibility. As the sun sets on the horizon, you might find yourself 
swinging big flies through productive mid-river rock gardens. The hard takes on the swing are unforgettable.

In addition to Golden Dorado, we also target Pirá Pitá on light tackle (6 and 7-weight rods). This species is pound 
for pound one of the stronger fish we catch on big drys and smaller mouse patterns. Our Pirá Pitá average 2 to 
10 pounds. Pacú also abound here, and we typically sight-cast for them with “fruit” flies. They also take on the 
surface, and range from 5 to 15 pounds (heavier, if you’re lucky). At Suindá we don’t trailer boats. They will be 
waiting for you at the dock, gassed up and ready to go, every morning.



Every day at Suindá begins with a fresh, hot breakfast prepared from local ingredients and eggs from our lodge’s 
chickens. Following lunch, you’ll head down to our newly constructed dock to meet your guides for the mornings 
fishing, a short 30m walk from the front porch of the lodge. Typically we launch early in the morning, usually 
around 6:30 AM, but that can vary depending on conditions. 

After spending the morning on the water pursuing Dorado, Pacú, and Pira Pítá, you will return to the lodge for 
lunch prepared by our head chef. The midday heat is the perfect opportunity to take a dip in our pool with a cold 
beer in hand or to take a siesta to prepare for the evening’s adventures. Around 4:30 PM, your guides will be ready 
and waiting at the dock to head out, typically returning shortly after dark for dinner. While you’re exploring the 
Paraná, our chef will be preparing dinner, typically over the open fire. After you return to your rooms and freshen 
up, dinner will be served followed by drinks at the bar where the day’s fishing stories will be shared and lauded.

DAILY ITINERARY
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Double-digit Dorado are a possibility all season long.



October 2023 - May 2024

 § INCLUDED

Lodging; All meals and beverages (Open Bar); Professional Guide services & 
Loaner Fishing Equipment (Rods, reels & Lines)

 § NOT INCLUDED

Airfares and private charters; Transfer in/out of the lodge; Fishing Licenses ($50 
p/person); Gratuities for guides and house staff; Flies; In-house laundry service; 
International phone calls, tours, shopping trips, etc.; Any items of a strictly 
personal nature; Cost of itinerary modifications requested by the passenger.

7 Nights / 6 Days Fishing $ 7,450 
6 Nights / 5 Days Fishing $ 6,850
5 Nights / 4 Days Fishing $ 5,750
4 Nights / 3 Days Fishing $ 4,650
3 Nights / 2 Days Fishing $ 3,550

* Rates are in USD per person, based on shared 
occupancy and boat.

 § SINGLE ROOM & BOAT: 60% surcharge.

 § NON-ANGLER: $650 per night 
depending on availability.

PAYMENT TERMS
Reservations are confirmed with a 50% deposit. All deposits & payments are 100% 
non-refundable under any circumstances. Final payment is due 120 days prior to 
departure. At this point, participants are responsible for total land costs and no 
refunds will be made for unused land transportation, accommodations, or meals.

RATES 2023-24



If fly fishing is your passion—consider the Nervous Waters family of lodges. 
Nervous Waters is the leader in international Fly Fishing destinations, with nine 
special lodges spread out across Argentina, Chile, and the Bahamas. We offer a 
plethora of coveted gamefish including bones and tarpon, sea-run and resident 
brown trout, rainbow trout, and golden dorado, pacu, and pira pita.
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INTERESTED IN VARIETY? 
Nervous Waters Fly Fishing, David Denies Bird Hunting, and Red Stag Patagonia 
are all proud members of The Kautapen Group - a single team of dedicated 
professionals focused on maintaining the highest standard of service and elevating 
your sporting experiences.

David Denies Bird Hunting comprises 12 world class bird hunting lodges across 
Argentina & Uruguay. From dove shooting in the hills surrounding Córdoba, to 
the wetlands of Buenos Aires province, to the rolling pastures of Uruguay, we bring 
you to the ultimate wingshooting paradise, with an impeccable style and attention 
to detail, and dependability outfitting that is simply not found elsewhere. 

Red Stag Patagonia, outfits some of the best Red Stag hunts in both Argentina 
and Chile as well as best free-range Black Buck and Axis Deer hunting in South 
America. Our four operations are located in Chile, Northern Patagonia, Mendoza 
and Buenos Aires.  All of Red Stag’s hunts are fair chase, open country hunts in 
magnificent terrain, and their success rate speaks for itself. 
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SEASONS BY SPECIES

SEA-RUN BROWN TROUT

DORADO

PACÚ

BROWN TROUT

DOVES

PERDÍZ

DUCKS

PIGEON

WILD BLACK BUCK 

RED STAG

FALLOW DEER

WILD BOAR
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BONEFISH

ARGENTINA, CHILE
& URUGUAY

BAHAMAS

RAINBOW TROUT

PIRÁ PITÁ

AXIS DEER
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CONTACT INFORMATION
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ARGENTINA MAIN OFFICE
Santiago Garcia Seeber

santiago@nervouswaters.com
Phone: +5411 4801-1008

Direct from USA: 917-338-7186
Toll Free from USA: 800-530-6928

U.S. PENNSYLVANIA OFFICE
Douglas Larsen

douglas@nervouswaters.com
Phone: 412 855-4838

Toll Free: 866-333-6437

U.S. FLORIDA OFFICE
Anthony J. Caggiano

anthony@nervouswaters.com 
Phone: 914 204-0405

UNITED KINGDOM OFFICE
Nick Zoll

nickmonica@nervouswaters.com
Phone: +44 (0) 1485-512046
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